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Housing Boycott Off
y.

■)

By ROGER HOLLIDAY, Editor
& ROSEMARY KOVACS, Managing Editor
At 4:30 p.m. yesterday, Student Council called off Its proposed
boycott of the housing policy contracts. There was no need for It.
Student Council negotiators and administration representatives
reached agreement after three days of talks. Nearly all of Council's
requests for changes In next year's housing policies were met.
Last week Council had urged students to boycott signing the 19681969 housing contracts because It felt a one-year contract was an
unfair restriction.
After an hour of discussion between the three students, Rick Helwlg,
Council president, Lee McClelland, treasurer, and Jean Schobert,
Junior class representative, Dr. James Bond, vice president of student
affairs announced the formation of a revised housing policy.
The new housing policy Is \
^'''•'•''•'•''■''•''•'•^

|;j
All undergraduate students are expected to live in University
•$
B residence halls as a condition of enrollment with the following
:•:
V. exceptions:
A
;j;
1. Students who commute from the houses of their parents or
ft
v guardians or spouses.
;';
|;j
2. Students of 21 years of age or over may live in housing of
:¥
%• their own choice.
¥
£
If a student becomes 21 during any particular quarter, he may
$
•!• elect at the end of the preceding quarter to move off campus.
••!;
' $
3. Juniors and seniors under 21 years of age with parental per-ft
.;. mission may live off campus in University-approved housing,
•:•
£ which includes houses or apartments.
>I;
;•:
If the student will acquire junior standing at the end of the
>•:
j: first quarter, he may elect to move off campus at the beginning
:•:•
;I; of the first quarter.
:¥
§
If a student acquires junior status after the second quarter, he
[$
•!• moy elect ot the end of the first quarter to move off campus into
£;
r
< ;'.' approved housing.
';!;
j-:
4. Other exceptions as approved by the University Housing
;jjj
CLIMACTIC MOMENT- Dr. Jam** Bond, vice
'■:'■ Contracts Appeals Board. Students should consult with the Dean
';/ president ot student affairs, announces the new
v of Students.
>•;
housing policy ot yesterday's meeting. Admin■!;!
Freshmen and sophomore students sign an annual contract for
>I; housing at the specified time. Juniors and seniors may elect to
•:•;
•:■ sign an annual contract or may sign a contract for the first quar;$
••;• ter and may renew that contract for two quarters at the end of
£;
X the first quarter.
>!;
• •:•
The Housing Office maintains a list of rooms and apartments
£ which the University recognizes as adequate housing in terms
>!;
:'■; of health, safety, and non-discrimination standards. Students
I;j who live off campus, however, do so on their own responsibility,
J;
■_'._ and the University does not undertake to provide social and
ft
:'■; educational opportunities or the supervision furnished in Uni;$
'.;'■ versity residence halls. A contractual arrangement exists bev
X tween the student and the landlord, exclusive of the University.
•:•:
•;•
As a condition of enrollment, off-campus students are expected
v
;J; to register their correct community addresses with the Housing
'&
X Office before the payment of fees.

istrotors Paul Moyer, (left), A. Inghram Milliron, and Robert Rudd look on. (Photo by Larry
Nighswander).
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The present University housing policy states that any student age 21
or over may live off campus, and Junior and senior men under 21 may
live off campus In homes approved by the University.
However.under the new policy, students under 21 still will have a
means of appeal. Dr. Bond announced the formation of an appeals
committee, a "University Housing Contract Appeals Board", which
would look Into all requests by students under 21 to move off campus.
The board will be comprised of four students appointed by Council,
two administrators, and a faculty member.
The only request the administrators did not grant at yesterday's
parlay concerned sophomores. Council had asked that sophomores,
as well as Juniors and seniors under 21, should be able to live In
■ "approved" off-campus housing providing they had parental consent.
"We simply can't afford to let sophomores live off,lt would be a
serious mistake..." said Paul E. Moyer, University treasurer. If the
University allowed sophomores to move off, then "the University would
have empty beds In the dormitories," he said. The financial losses
would then have to be passed on to the student with Increased fees.
"The financial risk would be very high—It would almost amount to
financial Irresponsibility with student money," Moyer said.
Moyer then cited the commitment the University has to the bond
• holders who watch Its position very carefully. (The sale of bonds is the
means by which the University finances construction of buildings.)
At this point, Lee McClelland, Council treasurer, asked what happened
to the extra money that came In from the over-occupancy of rooms.
Moyer explained that all the extra money Is channelled back Into
dormitory construction and Improvements. The bonds and Interest
rates are more acceptable to the buyers,he said.
"Then you are overcrowding to enhance the University's financial
' position?" queried McClelland.
Moyer said no. "We have to accommodate all the students who apply
to the University."
"Then why not let the sophomores move off campus If the demand for
admission is so great," McClelland countered. The question see mod to
stump Moyer for a second before he explained that it still might not
be possible to pay off the bonds with only two In a room because of
fixed costs, the budget based on occupany, and adding that there was
also a limited enrollment for freshman.

Policy Not Permanent
Dr. Bond added that the University will continually evaluate the
new position—"the is not a fixed policy," Indicated the administration
may change its mind next year about sophomores.
Comparing the spacious and less costly apartments to dormitory
rooms, McClelland asked why the University couldn't build dorms
that were, more appealing In cost and comfort.
Moyer explained the University must follow certain state regulations
and codes In construction and bidding. He also added that because of
the bonding method the buildings must be constructed "to last." Students are not only paying for their rooms but also for the lounge and
recreational areas, he said.
"There is an attempt here to upkeep and upgrade students roomsdemonstrating the Interest in students," Bond said.
Mr. Inghram Mllliron, director of Auxiliary Services then pro• ceeded to outline a whole series of projects that are to be carried
'*' out In the near future.
Founders for example will be getting its West Lounge and Peacock
Alley "dressed up". Its dining room Is up for redecoratlon, color
changes, as well as new furniture.
Other residence halls slated for redecoratlon are Prout, Harshman,
McDonald, Rodgers and Conklln.
Helwlg then said that the students living In a dorm didn't feel at
Qhome, and he asred Dr. Bond what he foresaw in the way of student
(Continued on Page 4)
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Bea Smith Elected
New AWS President

Bea Smith

Placemeit, Careers
Discussion Topic
A Student Council open hearing
on "Career Planning, Placement,
and Campus Recruiting," will be
held Thursday, March 7, 1968, In
room 112 of the Life Science
Building.
Sponsored by the Commission on
Personal Area Relations, this
hearing will feature University
officials and off campus recruiters.
Panel members will include:
James Galloway, director of the
placement office here; Glenn Rosenthal, placement assistant director;
Dr. Joseph K Balogh,
sociology professor.
Industrial representatives
appearing on campus, Robert
Wheeler, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., and Leon Bodell, Mason
City Schools, will explain their
roles on campus interviewing.
Jeff Witjas, vice president of the
student body, will moderate.

Bea Smith, an art education
major from Sandusky, will take
over as president of the Association of Women Students (AWS)
next year.
Miss Smith defeated Fran Veverka, a second semester senior in
yesterday's AWS officer and class
representative elections, it was
learned last night.
Campaigning on a platform of
"giving AWS a new redirection
and evaluation", Miss Smith polled
652 votes as compared to her opponent's 340.
A disappointing 997 out of almost 6,000 women voted.
Pulling 525 votes, Jane Lowell,
a Junior in the College of Education and Liberal Arts, will take
over as first vice president. Her
opponent, Sarah Ross, junior in
education, tallied 436 votes. Second vice president will be Susan
Welskittle. She had 365 votes,
her opponent Jo ami Snyder, 300,

and Pat Hannlgan had 289.
Melody Myles, sophomore In liberal arts, was named treasurer
with 376 votes. In second and
third place were Kathy Schmidt
v/lth 291 and Stephanie Cardullias.
with 280.
Running opposed were Linda Noble, who will be recording Secretary and Carol Burkhart who will
be corresponding secretary. Miss
Noble polled 922 votes and Miss
Burkhart 820..i
In the race for senior representative, Connie Koenemann, 93,
won to Mary Preyer's 92 votes
and Sharon Malcholon's 53 votes.
Sue Dlesem won as Junior representative with 221 votes in comparison to Mary Leonard's 97.
Sophomore representative will
be Juicy Shoup. She defeated Lois
Von Lehmden by a vote of 136 to
95.
The new officers will take office
In April.

Czech Officer Flees
From Soviet Bloc
WASHINGTON (AP) ~ The State
Department said yesterday MaJ.
Gen. Jan Sejna, the Czech army's
top political officer, has defected
to the United States with his son
and his son's fiancee.
The Communist general "applied for and was Issued a visitor's visa in Rome last week,
and flew here Feb. 28, press officer Robert J. McCloskey said.
"He now has requested permanent residence in this country and
his request Is under consideration," McCloskey added.
Sejna, 40, Is believed to be the

highest East European Communist
Bloc officer to have fled to the
West. He was a member of a
Communist faction under attack
from the new Prague leadership
which took power In January.
McCloskey refused to comment
on a wide range of questions about
the defection, Including whether
the United States anticipated Important intelligence information
from him.
Sejna left Czechoslovakia 11 days
ago and reportedly traveled
through Hungary, Yugoslavia and
Italy en route to the United States.
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A Closer Look At A Coach...
|

Bill Fitch ■
Ohio's Collage Coach of the yeor.

1 Fans Behind Fitch J
And The Falcons I

By MfKE CORE
|
Assistant Sports Editor
$
Last spring If you would have told a Bowling Green basketball
fan that Bill Fitch was the Falcons new coach, they would have said
"That's nice, who's Bill Fitch?"
But the athletic department was well aware of who Bill Fitch was
and they wanted him. Fortunately the Falcons got Fitch.
From the onset of the year the new Bowling Green mentor had
the fans talking. It first became apparent to the fans that this man
was out to win when In early fall he had the squad out running cross
country with the Bowling Green cross country team.
Then when practice started If one went and observed a session
you knew who was In command. It was Mr. Fitch.
Than came the opening of the season and a close loss to Iowa.
Fans were down though not distressed their Falcons had played good
ball. Finally the first victory came and then followed others. Then
the rookie coach of the Falcons won the fans hearts when his team
knocked off Toledo and virtually won the M KQ that night.
Now what do the fans think of Fitch.
Bill Moes, a Junior In the College of Business from Vermllllon
had this to say. "He's a good coach. I think he came at the right
time. But I wonder what he will do next year. If I were him I would
move on. He had the material this season and his ability brought
It out. But before I praise him too much I want to see what he will
do with next year's team."
Rob Custer, a senior In the College of Education from Cleveland
Heights said, "I think Fitch has done one hell of a Job. Ha came In
fresh not knowing these boys or what they could do and built a winner
out of them. Actually with his past record at North Dakota It's not
surprising that a man of his talent with a team that has finally reached
Its peak won the MAC. But one thing you can see Is that the team respects
htm ind responds to his coaching during practice and during the game."
Jan Rule, a Junior In the CoUege of Liberal Arts from Gallon
praised Fitch for what he has done for the school. "Fitch came to
a school that had lost her spirit and drive in team and followers. Bill,
through discipline and good management made Bowling Green boll
again. I personally would like to congratulate Mr. Fitch and the team
on the Job that they have turned In through the season and wish them
luck In the NCAA Tournament."
Most coeds know little about basketball, but they are Interested
In Fitch. Sue Sadon, a freshman In the College of Education from
Dayton summed It up best. "He Is good looking for a coach. Most
coaches are old, but he's not bad for a coach."
Bill Fitch and the Falcons have earned the respect from Hie fans
of the game.

Photos by • Mike Kuhlin, Jeff DeWolf, Pete Hess,
Tim Culek, and Mike Core.

Ohio's Top College CoachA Phone Call From Doyt

By MIKE CORE
Assistant Sports Editor
It was Saturday morning and
the phone rang In a small motel
room. A man by the name of
Fitch answered It. The voice on
the other end belonged to Doyt
Perry, "Bill, the Job's your's
If you want It."
If It hadn't bean for that particular phone call, Bowling Green
may not have been making the
trip to Kent this Saturday and
Ohio would have had a different
college coach of the year.
With that phone call BUI Fitch
accepted the Job as head basketball coach of the Bowling Green
State University Falcons. . .
* * *
Bill Fitch was raised In Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, a town of about
130,000 people. In high school he
played all sports and received a
scholarship offer from Kansas.
However, with the advent of the
Korean war only students enrolled
In ROTC programs were draft
deferred and so Fitch settled on
a Cedar Rapids college by the
name of Coe.
He received a full athletic
scholarship to Coe and played
baseball and basketball there. But
upon entering college, Fitch, had
not made up his mml what he
would make a career of," I had
four things In mind when I entered college. I wanted to be either
a doctor, a lawyer, a coach, or
a minister."
But with the One coaching staff
and athletic department at Coe,
Fitch soon settled on coaching.
"I have to give the credit to my
wanting to be a coach to Coe's
athletic director, Dick Clausen
and my basketball coach, Tommy
Thompson."
Upon leaving Coe Fitch played
baseball one summer and then
In August went Into the service
where he coached and played both
baseball and basketball. When he
came out of the service In 1956
he went to Crelghton University
where he was head baseball coach
and assistant basketball coach.
While at Crelghton he coached
a pitcher by the name of Bob
Gibson who Is now pitching for
the St. Louis Cardinals and Is
one of the most feared pitchers
In the major leagues.
As head basketball coach at
North Dakota his teams complied
a record of 92-44. During those
last three seasons the Sioux rolled
to a 68-15 mark. During the 1965-66
year, North Dakota captured their
conference crown and finished
fourth In the NCAA's national
tournament. That season the Sioux
were ranked second In the final
United Press International poll
and third In the final Associated
Press Poll.
Fitch himself had not really
considered going to Bowling Green.
He had another school picked In
the Big Eight and plans for going
there were in the making. After
a ball game in Indiana Doyt Perry

got In touch with Fitch and asked
him to come and see the campus.
Fitch had planned a recruiting
trip and Included a stop down
to Bowling Green on his itinerary.
"I was pleased with the campus
when I saw It. People were friendly and I thought living in Ohio
would be better than where I was
planning to live."
"I told Doyt I would think it
over and moved on in my trip."
This set the stage for Doyt'a
phone call.
"If It weren't for this call,"
Fitch commented, "I wouldn't be
hare. I was going on to see about
the Job at the Big Eight School,
but Doyt called me and I had
already thought about It and decided If they wanted me I would
take It"
Although the Falcon mentor has
been here nigh on a year and
has compiled an 18-6 record and
a bid to the NCAA he finds some
faults In the Falcon program. "I'm
worried about the years to come.
We have to start from scratch next
year. Bowling Green Isn't the big
collage power It would like to
think It is. We have the potential,
but we have to i develop a program
of year after year solldness. Wo
don't have that now."
About recruiting Fitch has this
philosophy. "It's all a Job of
selling. A college coach has to
be a publicity man. He has to find
the talent and then try to sell
him on the school. These boys
aren't any soft sellers either.
They look for more than athletics.
They look for academics, extracurricular activities, and status."
Recruiting this year Is not that
great reports Fitch. "Ohio has
the most high school basketball
teams of any state. Covering all
of these Is quite a Job. We don't
get Into Southern Ohio as much
as we should. Our scouts are
also coaches and they have to
coach besides traveling all over
Ohio. This Is what I mean that
we have to build a better basketball program."
To Bill Fitch coaching Is a
funny business. "It's a Job where
your emotions can sometimes get
the best of you. Especially with
a team such as ours this year."
"You have to keep a clear mind.
You have to have some emotions,
but it's sort of like drinking a
good wine. Just sip It, but don't
get drunk on it."
At the beginning of the season
Coach Fitch said he would be
happy with a .500 mark, now that
the team finished with a .750
mark he Is even happier. "Those
men played together. It was a
team effort and they Improved
throughout the season. I'm real
happy."
So Is everyone else BUI. They'
arehappy that Doyt made that caU
last spring. They're happy that
the team won the MAC. And they're
happy and proud that they have
the outstanding college coach In
Ohio.

"Coaching's a funny
business"

"A coach can be
too emotional,"

'You must think clearly
during tha games."

Fitch • His staff and team worry during ana at ma games.
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Housing Boycott Off
By ROGER HOLLIDAY, Editor
& ROSEMARY KOVACS, Managing Editor
At 4:30 p.m. yesterday, Student Council called off Its proposed
boycott of the housing policy contracts. There was no need for It.
Student Council negotiators and administration representatives
reached agreement after three days of talks. Nearly all of Council's
requests for changes In next year's housing policies were met.
Last week Council had urged students to boycott signing the 19681969 housing contracts because It felt a one-year contract was an
unfair restriction.
After an hour of discussion between the three students, Rick Helwlg,
Council president, Lee McClelland, treasurer, and Jean Schobert,
junior class representative, Dr. James Bond, vice president of student
affairs announced the formation of a revised housing policy.
The new housing policy Is :
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All undergroduote students are expected to live in University
residence halls as a condition of enrollment with the following
exceptions:
1. Students who commute from the houses of their parents or
guardians or spouses.
2. Students of 21 years of age or over may live in housing of
their own choice.
If a student becomes 21 during any particular quarter, he may
elect at the end of the preceding quarter to move off campus.
3. Juniors and seniors under 21 years of age with parental permission may live off campus in University-approved housing,
which includes houses or apartments.
If the student will acquire junior standing at the end of the
first quarter, he may elect to move off campus at the beginning
of the first quarter.
If a student acquires junior status after the second quarter, he
may elect at the end of the first quarter to move off campus into
approved housing.
4. Other exceptions as approved by the University Housing
Contracts Appeals Board. Students should consult with the Dean
of Students.
Freshmen ond sophomore students sign an annual contract for
housing at the specified time. Juniors and seniors may elect to
sign an annual contract or may sign a controct for the first quarter and may renew that contract for two quarters at the end of
the first quarter.
The Housing Office maintains a list of rooms and apartments
which the University recognizes as adequate housing in terms
of health, safety, and non-discrimination standards. Students
who live off campus, however, do so on their own responsibility,
and the University does not undertake to provide social and
educational opportunities or the supervision furnished in University residence halls. A contractual orrangement exists between the student ond the landlord, exclusive of the University.
As a condition of enrollment, off-compus students are expected
to register their correct community addresses with the Housing
Office before the payment of fees.
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The present University housing policy states that any student age 21
or over may live off campus, and Junior and senior men under 21 may
live off campus In homes approved by the University.
However.under the new policy, students under 21 still will have a
means of appeal. Dr. Bond announced the formation of an appeals
committee, a "University Housing Contract Appeals Board", which
would look Into all requests by students under 21 to move off campus.
The board will be comprised of four students appointed by Council,
two administrators, and a faculty member.
The only request the administrators did not grant at yesterday's
parlay concerned sophomores. Council had asked that sophomores,
as well as juniors and seniors under 21, should be able to live In
-• "approved" off-campus housing providing they had parental consent.
"We simply can't afford to let sophomores live off,It would be a
serious mistake..." said Paul E. Moyer, University treasurer. If the
University allowed sophomores to move off, then "the University would
have empty beds In the dormitories," he said. The financial losses
would then have to be passed on to the student with increased fees.
"The financial risk would be very high—It would almost amount to
financial Irresponsibility with student money," Moyer said.
Moyer then cited the commitment the University has to the bond
• holders who watch its position very carefully. (The sale of bonds Is the
means by which the University finances construction of buildings.)
At this point, Lee McClelland, Council treasurer, asked what happened
to the extra money that came in from the over-occupancy of rooms.
Moyer explained that all the extra money is channelled back Into
dormitory construction and Improvements. The bonds and interest
rates are more acceptable to the buyers,he said.
"Then you are overcrowding to enhance the University's financial
' position?" queried McClelland.
Moyer said no. "We have to accommodate all the students who apply
to the University."
"Then why not let the sophomores move off campus If the demand for
admission is so great," McClelland countered. The question saemod to
stump Moyer for a second before he explained that It still might not
be possible to pay off the bonds with only two In a room because of
fixed costs, the budget based on occupany, and adding that there was
also a limited enrollment for freshman.

Policy Not Permanent
Dr. Bond added that the University will continually evaluate the
new position—"the is not a fixed policy," Indicated the administration
may change its mind next year about sophomores.
Comparing the spacious and less costly apartments to dormitory
rooms, McClelland asked why the University couldn't build dorms
that were, mire appealing In cost and comfort.
D Moyer explained the University must follow certain state regulations
and codes In construction and bidding. He also added that because of
the bonding method the buildings must be constructed "to last." Students are not only paying for their rooms but also for the lounge and
recreational areas, he said.
"There is an attempt here to upkeep and upgrade students roomsdemonstrating the Interest in students," Bond said.
Mi'. Inghram Milliron, director of Auxiliary Services then pro■ ceeded to outline a whole series of projects that are to be carried
' out in the near future.
Founders for example will be getting Its West Lounge and Peacock
Alley "dressed up". Its dining room Is up for redecoratlon, color
changes, as well as new furniture.
Other residence halls slated for redecoratlon are Prout, Harshman,
McDonald, Kodgers and Conklln.
Helwlg then said that the students living In a dorm Udn't feel at
Qhome, and he asked Dr. Bond what he foresaw in the way of student
(Continued on Page 4)

CLIMACTIC MOMENT- Dr. James Bond, vice
president ot student affairs, announces the new

i*trators Paul Moyer, (left), A. Inghram Milli'on, and Robert Rudd look on. (Photo by Larry
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Bea Smith Elected
New AWS President

Bea Smith

Placement, Careers
Discussion Topic
A Student Council open hearing
on "Career Planning, Placement,
and Campus Recruiting," will be
held Thursday, March 7, 1968, In
room 112 of the Life Science
Building.
Sponsored by the Commission on
Personal Area Relations, this
hearing will feature University
officials and off campus recruiters.
Panel members will include:
Jamss Galloway, director of the
placement office here; Glenn Rosenthal, placement assistant director;
Dr. Joseph K Balogh,
sociology professor.
Industrial representatives
appearing on campus, Robert
Wheeler, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., and Leon Bodell, Mason
City Schools, will explain their
roles on campus interviewing.
Jeff Witjas, vice president of the
student body, will moderate.

Bea Smith, an art education
major from Sandusky, will take
over as president of the Association of Women Students (AWS)
next year.
Miss Smith defeated Fran Veverka, a second semester senior in
yesterday's AWS officer and class
representative elections, It was
learned last night.
Campaigning on a platform of
"giving AWS a new redirection
and evaluation", Miss Smith polled
652 votes as compared to her opponent's 340.
A disappointing 997 out of almost 6,000 women voted.
Pulling 525 votes, Jane Lowell,
a junior in the College of Education and Liberal Arts, will take
over as first vice president. Her
opponent, Sarah Ross, junior In
education, tallied 436 votes. Second vice president will be Susan
WelskltUe. She had 365 votes,
her opponent Joann Snyder, 300,

and Pat Hannlgan had 289.
Melody Myles, sophomore in liberal arts, was named treasurer
with 376 votes. In second and
third place were Kathy Schmidt
with 291 and Stephanie Cardulllas.
with 280.
Running opposed were Linda Noble, who will be recording Secretary and Carol Burkhart who will
be corresponding secretary. Miss
Noble polled 922 votes and Miss
Burkhart 820.. i
In the race for senior representative, Connie Koenemann, 93,
won to Mary Preyer's 92 votes
and Sharon Malcholon's 53 votes.
Sue DIesem won as junior representative with 221 votes in comparison to Mary Leonard's 97.
Sophomore representative will
be Juky Shoup. She defeated Lois
Von Lehmden by a vote of 136 to
95.
The new officers will take office
in April.

Czech Officer Flees
From Soviet Bloc
WASHINGTON (AP) — The State
Department said yesterday Maj.
Gen. Jan Sejna, the Czech army's
top political officer, has defected
to the United States with his son
and his son's fiancee.
The Communist general "applied for and was Issued a visitor's visa in Rome last week,
and flew here Feb. 28, press officer Robert J. McCloskey said.
"He now has requested perm inent residence In this country and
his request is under consideration," McCloskey added.
Sejna, 40, is believed to be the

highest East European Communist
Bloc officer to have fled to the
West. He was a member of a
Communist faction under attack
from the new Prague leadership
which took power in January.
McCloskey refused to comment
on a wide range of questions about
the defection, including whether
the United States anticipated important intelligence information
from him.
Sejna left Czechoslovakia 11 days
ago and reportedly traveled
through Hungary, Yugoslavia and
Italy en route to the United States.
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UNDERGROUND RUMBLINGS
By NICK LICATE

A Social 111
It's said an informed public is the only way to fight Society's
dangers. Yesterday, a team of experts camcld-calfipuS from all
over the midwest to inform more than 100 area, lawmen of the
dangers connected with drugs and narcotics.
For the few students who managed to attend, tome valuable
lessons were learned. Most evident, of course, is that "goofing
around" with these items is a very dangerous business.
Statistics which were presented show the collegiate age group
either doesn't know this, or does not heed the warnings.
A drug such us LSI), or a narcotic such as heroin, is indeed
harmful — in spite of reports to the contrary. The News feels
anyone trying such a drug "just to see what it's like," as th<^
excuse is so often given, is quite the fool.
The experts at yesterday's meeting are to be congratulated for
their presentation for two reasons.
First, for informing our
lawmen of the serious drug and narcotics questions with which
they must deal, and secondly, for helping an apathetic or a
sleeping public realize the realities of experimenting with these
items.

The Tired People
In the February Issue of "Ramparts," Jean-Paul Sartre made
a systematic attempt to find the
United States guilty of genocide
In Vietnam. Although his argument Is subject to serious doubt,
he did state two rather prophetic
epigrams which seem to summarize our position In the war.
The first quote, "a dead Vletmanese is a Viet Cong," Is based
on our difficulty In distinguishing
the citizens from the rebel forces. It emphasizes the dilemma
In which the United States finds
Itself. Destroying guerrilla troops
and their supply sources Involves
the destruction of private property
belonging to the civilian populace.
As repugnant as It sounds, our
troops are, In effect, destroying
a nation In order to save It.

m
^

DUMPER'S DIALOGUE
Having Soup For Lunch?
Now, confessedly, there are
those times at the midway mark
of a very busy day when I wish
that I could eat lunch In peace
and quiet.
"Mind If I sit down, Lyle?"
"Yes."
"Ha, ha, ha." (sits down)
(me aside) "Hell."
If It's not some clown bothering me, it's the ambitious cafeteria help. Inconveniences get to
be the norm. I was a bit surprised last Wednesday noon, however, to find a tiny naked man
about the size of mama's small
finger, swimming In my cream
of mushroom soup. \ hate that
The discovery was made when
the little fellow came up for air.
He began floating on his back.
Wonderful. He was completely naked. I said nothing, but tossed him
a Nabisco to hang on to. He
began doing the flutter kick around
the circumference of the bowl.
Splashing and spewing might have
revealed his presence to others,
but the soup was too thick and
lcky.
And of course I didn't
want to make a big thing of it,
so I continued sipping the soup
and eating the mushrooms. Really
I didn't swallow anything, though,
because that was a dirty old man
In my soup.
Well then the teeny, dirty old
man began walking on the surface of the soup. I got curious
then and introduced myself.
"Hello, mister. MynamelsLyle
Greenfield.
Who are you and
what are you doing In my soup
without your clothes?"
"Ma nalme is Lyndon Johnston,
ma fellow Amerlcun. This 'ole
soup Is home for me. Ah gls'
ah Jlst need t' git away sometahms
n' strip maself o' responsibilities."
"But aren't you the President
of the United States? Why aren't
you In Washington giving substance
to Idealism?"
"Ah am truly the President
of the United States, ma fellow
Amerlcun. Ah left Washington! fer
a few months' vacation in this
bowl of soup, with a heavy hort.

By LYLE GREENFIELD
Ahdeallsm Is merely a youthful
cliche."
"But Mr. Johnston, don't you
feel that we can end the war
finally? Don't you visualize the
day when racial prejudices and
defensive misgivings will be history? Can't we finalize poverty
problems? Where are we going?"
I asked.
"Listen up here, young fella*.
Ah don't even like them black
folk. Ma plsltlon projects a diffrunt' Image, that's all. Ah got
ma Job t' do, ya' know. Them
miserable folk that talke care
o' themselve causes the poverty.
Legislation Is port o' ma Job.
Far as that war goes, ah don't
know much 'bout It."
"Does your wife know that you
feel this way, Mr. Johnston? She
appears to be dldlcated to Idealistic goals, w'at with her War
on Ugly and all. And she gets
teary-eyed when people wail on
you. Certainly you've got to think
of her. You don't want to disappoint her, do you?" He began
pacing back and forth across the
diameter of the bowl on the surface of the soup.
"Look, young fella', Dlrtyblrd
Is Jlst along fer the rahd. Ah
don't see her very much. Ah
don't know how she got on that
"beautlflcaltlon" thing o' hers.
Always knew she had flowers.
Caln't we talk about somethln"
else, ma fellow Amerlcun?"
Well, I told the teeny, dirty old
man that I had a one o'clock class
and that I wouldn't be able to
talk any longer. I must admit that
I didn't like the man. With about
five m'nutes to spare before I
had to run off to class, I decided to drown him with my soup
spoon. Held the little fellow at
the bottom of the bowl for nearly
four minutes.
"Are you through eating? May
I clean up here?"
"Yes you may, miss. I'm finished." First she scraped my
Jello Into the garbage pot, then
the bowl of SOUD.
She never

Th* News welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
typewritten and signed by the author and carry his typewritten
nornt, address and phone number.
As mony letters as possible will be published within the limits
of space, good taste and lows of libel. The New* reserves the
right to edit letters more than 300 words in length.

found anything unusual. I picked
up my books and left the dining
hall knowing, having worked In a
cafeteria before, where the pot of
garbage was going.
Ah, but perhaps I should have
thought. For my anonymous deed
will be recalled as Infamous....
notorious. History will prove the
tiny, dirty old man an average
human, the kind you empathize
with a captive cog in the great
wheel of...of systems, networks,
m.'dern nonmanklnd, a martyr to
frailty, responsible for nothing.
Poor, frail kites we fly these
gusty days!

The B-G
News

By NICK LICATE
The sad fact Is that America
has destroyed more property and
killed more civilians than the Viet
Cong. In the battle for Hue, over
three hundred people were klUed
and countless thousands'eft homeless. Over twenty per cent of the
entire population are now homeless refugees. Somo will argue
that these events are the unfortunate byproducts of war. But
whose war?
The Vietnamese people are not,
for the most part, either com Tiunlst or capitalist. They are tired
people who have seen nothing but
devastation since World War II.
This Is Just one more war on their
soil where the great powers apply
their pressures. American presence and power Is most readily observed In this war. For
every civilian we haphazardly kill
(note the common reference In the
news media to Viet Cong suspects
killed), for every village mistakenly bombed, for every acre of
crops destroyed, the American
savior Image becomes more macabre.
To the rural farmer, phrases of
"communist aggression" or "capitalist Imperialism" are meaningless. His Judgement Is based either on who presents the greatest
threat to his life. Since the Viet
Cong receive most of their aid
from the populace, the distinction
between the neutrals and sympathizers becomes Indistinguishable.
As a result, our troops are faced
with the possibility of killing innocent people.
With these practices our cause
becomes more alienated from the
Vietnamese cause. One U.S. major aptly expressed our predicament when the allies bombed Ben
Tre; "It became necessary to destroy the town to save It."
The explanation for our troops
being In Vietnam Is supplied by
Dean Rusk: "We are defending
ourselves." Is it as simple as that?
Originally advisors were sent to
fulfill a vague promise to Nguyen
Van Diem, but this was never
fully substantiated by fact, and a
greater Justification never sought.
The next rationalization was that

the U.S. was saving democracy—
but then it became evident that
the South Vletmanese government
was, In essence, a dictatorship.
Finally we Justified our Intervention as protecting the people
from 111 treatment by the communists as we In turn ravaged the
country In search of them.
*
Dean Rusk has aptly captured
the mood of the war. As the war
effort started simply as assistance
to the South Vietnamese government in putting down an insurrection, it has ended with the U.S.
forces fighting off an imaginary
Invasion of our homeland.
"
The Vietnam war Is not an Isolated event but the natural outgrowth of our foreign policy. America has let Itself become entangled In one of those civil wars
that will forever dot history. There
will always be people revolting andn
toppling their home governments.
The United States cannot be responsible for every small corrupt
government that falls.
Until we learn to differentiate
the mood of the people from the
governments that rule them we will
find ourselves In more Vletnams*
We cannot afford to support elites
that control a country and ninety
per cent of the land, because they
lack the popular support of the
people. It Is Just from this puppeople. It Is Just from this popular support of the populace that^
guerrilla warfare and revolution
arise.
Witness our present conflict.
The American soldiers are fighting the war, not the South Vietnamese army. We are protecting
a government which lacks popular support.
•
We cannot effectively impose a
Metternlch system on popular uprisings In foreign nations. It is
plain simplistic propaganda which
labels every nationalistic, socialistic, and marxlst revolution as
being a part of a Communist con-*
splracy. Too many Vletnams, and
the American democratic state
will have to revert to a garrison
state constantly Involved In foreign civil wars.
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From Our Readers
I'll Sign
The recent move of the administration to require students to sign
a year's room lease has raised
the students' belligerent attitude
against them. Ineffective communication between the administration
and student government has resulted In a boycott. This I believe Is wrong.
Is Dr. Bond's office supposed
to send out notices on what's up
to council or should council take
the Initiative to know what's up?
From a business point of view,
prices are rising. This university Isn't a charitable organization, it approaches the corporate
level.
But I wish to strongly stress
only on the business side does
It approach this level.
Like It or not that's the way It is.
As mature college students we
should realize this.
I urge all students to selfanalyze the situation. Is the administration really being unfair?
Or are we merely rebelling agalnst authority? Answer It yourself.
I for one am turning In
my housing application card when
due.
Bill Steven
Krelseher C

No Voice
For all of our loyal hockey fans
who have wondered all during the
past season Just what the Job
of the goal Judge Is, the mystery
has been solved!
At least three goals scored agalnst us at this years home games *
have been called one way by the
goal Judge who has subsequently
over-ruled by a referee.
I watched the MCHA game on
television and learned the answer
to this mystery as the second
Toledo goal was being disputedby one of our players to a referee (who unfortunately happened
to be standing In front of a TV
mike).
When the player contested that
the goal Judge had said "no goal"
the referee responded with "I
don't care about him, he's Just -j
there as an ornament". So, you
see, group, he does have a function--klnda like the American flag
that hangs by the entrance. Seems a
shame to pay someone to sit on
the chair and look Important when
a mannequin will serve the purpose for nothing.
—
Rich Thompson
117 Ada Ave.
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Internal Problems — Key
To Greatness In Africa
By LYNN ARTL
Africa has the potential of development Into a great nation If It
can overcome Its Internal problems. The nation Is confronting
Its problems, but rich nations are
not accepting reality.
These were the words of Robert
S. Smith, deputy assistant administrator for the African Agency for
International Development (AID)
He spoke on the problems of economic development In Sub-Sahara
Africa Tuesday, In the Alumni
Room.
"The lack of reality applies full
force to the United States which
Is fifth In the major donor countries to direct foreign aid," Smith
said.
He continued this Idea by saying
that foreign aid from Japan has
Increased 50 per cent and Great
Britain has maintained Its level
of foreign aid despite the devaluation of the pound.
This statement was not meant
to imply that the United States
does little to help In the development of Africa. Millions In American money Is sent to Africa each
year.
AID has done much to further
Africa's development. It has made
It possible tor 32 million Africans
to be vaccinated against measles
and 18 million to be vaccinated
against smallpox. AID also cooperates In the fight against
rinderpest, a disease which kills
millions of cattle each year.
Smith said the United States
sends teachers to help the Individual farmers learn the latest In
farming methods and scientists to
learn the latest In research.
"The results of the aid are gradual because even though there has
been a 25 per cent Increase In
farm products, the ever growing
population has made it Impossible
to sell products abroad," Sm!th
said.
The population explosion Is not
the only persistent problem that
Africa must contend with today.
Smith cited the many small states
within Africa, which have little
chance for change and progress, as
another major problem. "There
are 17 out of 33 states In Africa which are smaller than the city
of Chicago.
"The smUl national market, the
fact that eight out of ten persons
work In rural areas and the lack
of good roads, soil, tools and water
are other problem? that must be
confronted and solved before Africa can develop fully," he said.
T.A.AdebanJo, first secretary of
the Embassy of Nigeria, reiterated Smith's statements and continued by saying that colonial heritage was Impeding progress.
"Communication, poll tic sand
even the basic economy rely on
colonial heritage," AdebanJo said.
He made It clear that the United States Is not wasting its money.
He feels that the U.S. Is in a
unique position because It has no
record of colonial rule.
"Every great nation must pass

A

through this trying period before it
can become great. We look to
America's past for guidance," he
said.
"Africans are determined that
their country will develop Into one
which will join all free countries
the world In Justice and eventual
freedom from poverty " he said.
Hama Arba Dlallo, first secretary of the Embassy of Upper Volta, agreed with AdebanJo that Afrca has great potential. He cited
Upper Volta as an example.
"Upper Volta did not gain Independence from France until 1960
and even though It has had Its
share of Instability, It developed
and has become fruitful," Dlallo
said.
He feels although there has been

progress, the volums of aid Is far
from sufficient. "It Is necessary
to take Into account the needs of
the developing countries and help
establish regional cooperation,"
he said.
Dlallo continued by saying that
there Is a need to stabilize the
price of products such as cocoa
and coffee so long range plans can
be made for Africa's future.
Smith spoke for all of the panelists by saying that when they are
speaking of developing Africa they
do not mean they want to become
totally American fed and educated.
"Leaders are determined to lessen
the load of their people. Africa
is a continent on the move and It
will succeed," he said.

Each Penny Counts
For A Phi O Charity
It was pennies from heaven for
Diane Talaba of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority and Leda Lucas
of Harmon Hall. Miss Talaba won
the rotating trophy for first place
In Alpha Phi Omega's annual
Beauty and the Beast contest. Miss
Lucas won the rotating plaque.
"We raised slightly over $1,000
for charity through our contest
and dance,'" Ronald Tullls,
treasurer, said.

by the members of Alpha Phi
Omega.

Winners are chosen by students
who use pennies to vote. Each
penny counts as one vote and Is
dropped Into a slot under the
contestant's picture. All the money goes to a charity determined

In order to retain permanent
possession of the trophy, an organization must win the contest
three years straight. The trophies
and plaques are rotated to each
year's winner.

In the Beast division of the
contest, Slgrm Phi Epsllon won
the trophy tor the third consecutive year and will retain permanent
possession of it. Mike Core was
this year's representative.
Compton Hall won the rotating
Beast plaque and was represented
by Al Bailey.

Feel Like Skiing?
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M
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DON'T MISS THE

Then Try Tkis Trip
The Bowling Green Ski Club is
sponsoring Its third skiing trip to
the Valley High Ski Area in uellefontaine this Saturday. Forty persons have signed up for the trip,
which leaves from the University
Union at 7 a.m. Saturday.
The fee for the trip by bus,
which Is $7 per person, includes
tow fee, rental equipment, lessons,
a steak dinner and the use of the
lodge for a party. There is a
1/2 reduction In price for those
with their own equipment.
Anyone Interested in going on the
trip should call Mike Payne, Ski
Club president, or Jack Keegan
at 353-4654.
Bowling Green's Ski Club, a
newly formed organization, meets
Mondays at 6 p.m., on the third
floor of the Union.
The Ski club Is also planning a
trip to Boyne Highlands, Mich.,
on March 22. Cost for this trip
will be $4.

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN •• Alpha Phi Omega's Beauty and
Beast contest raised $1,000 worth of pennies. One reason why
it Diane Taleba of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. She won the
rotating trophy in the contest. (Photo by Tim Culek).

S

SATURDAY, MARCH 9
ALUMNr ROOM, UNIV. UNION
12:30 TO 3:30
COFFEE, D0NUTS, AND HEATED DISCUSSIONS
OVER THESE THREE C0HTR0VERSIA1 DISSENTERS
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Nigeria Resources
Make Future Bright
By JAN JONES
Despite Internal troubles, economic development has gone on as
before In Nigeria, said T. S. Adebanjo, 1st. secretary of Information
to the embassy of Nigeria.
"We are rich In human and
natural resources, and we have a
strong potential for economic
progress If we can overcome the
Internal problems now facing us,"
he said.
These Internal problems center
around the rebellious state of 1 (Infra which, In an attempt to secede from Nigeria, has been staging a war with the federal government since May, 1967.
But the federal government, led
by Major General Yakubu Gowan
has vowed to finish this war by
March 31, and Mr. Adebanjo feels
there is a good chance of doing
this.
"Enough pressures have been
applied politically, economically
and militarily to bring the 12
million Blafrans back," he said.
Federal troops are closing In,
and they have taken the Blafran
capital. Miny of the people who
have fled their towns are slowly
coming back.
"But one thing must be made

Campus
Calendar
FRENCH CLUB
Will present a discussion on
French current events at the meeting tonight at 7:30 In 207 Horn*
Ec. Bldg.
» * *
ROTC
Special Forces will have their
weekly meeting from 6-8 tonight In
253 Memorial liaU.
» * *
UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Will m>et Tuesday and Thursday nights at 7 In the Women's
Gym.

LAW SOCIETY
Will host County Prosecutor,
Donald Simmons, who will speak
at tonight's meeting at 7 In 504
Life Sciences Bldg. New members
are asked to attend.
• • •
FRENCH CLUB
W1U hold a meeting tonight at
7 In room 201 In the Home Ec.
Bldg.
GERMAN CLUB
The German Club will meet
tonight In the River Room of the
University Union. The meeting will
be to elect officers. A travel
film about Germany will also be
on the agenda.

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
5 Barbers

jfM
Tonsorial
Services Include
VACUUM HAIRCUT
RAZOR HAIRCUTTING
HAIR STRAIGHTENING
HAIR COLORING
F.lectric Razors Repaired
460 E. V/oostcr
Phone 354-2415

clear," emphasized Mr. Adebanjo.
"The federal government is not
fighting an enemy here. We want
to bring these people back as equals, not a defeated people."
Then, too, Blafra's coasts are
still blockaded which Is greatly affecting their economy, he said.
They have even been forced to
Issue their own currency.
"Again, though, this Is not to
destroy them, but merely to apply enough pressures to make them
give up secession," Mr. Adebanjo repeated.
Even though these problems exist, "We are trying to cope with
them as men, using the United
States as a model," he said.
Nigeria Is now In a stage of
redevelopment and reconstruction,
in an attempt to rehabilitate these
people, bring them back to the
fold and accept their contributions
In solving the economic problems
of the country.
"Every nation must pass through
this prime stage If it Is going to
become great," state Mr. Adebanjo. The Nigerian federal government Is now working on the division of the country Into 12 states
to provide every ethnic group this
equality of contribution. Mr. Adebanjo feels every ethnic group
deserves equal consideration.
"The minute you discriminate a-

mong tribes, you defeat the whole
purpose of trying to prevent secession," he commented.
Yet even with all the ethnic
groups making their contributions
to the development of the economy
and with all the outside aid Nigeria gets, there is still one basic
problem which is impeding progress, said Mr. Adebanjo. And this
is their colonial heritage.
"There are s e ve r a 1 barriers
which resulted from this colonial
heritage," he continued. "One of
these is the fact that our colonies were just fashioned as producers of raw materials, and thus
became poor through exploitation
by other countries over the years."
Nigeria's main source of Income
is agriculture, but the oil Industry
Is rapidly growing In Importance,
Mr. Adebanjo added.
Besides Internal economic progress, Mr. Adebanjo feels Nigeria
as well as the whole of Africa
would benefit from the development of more cooperation between
countries.
"But the whole of Africa cannot
rush into an economic settlement,"
he said. "This would only create a huge organization of civil
servants. Rather, we should organize a regional settlement, and
work with our immediate neighbors."

More About: HOUSHIfl
(Continued from Page 1)
programs.
"Anything reasonable that doesn't Interfere with the rights of
others," he said. "We are planning the setting up of a Long Range
Housing Committee that will consider new student government programs In the dorms that will make for more autonomy."
Also set up as a result of this session was a "Student Advisory
Board" which will keep In touch with Dr. Bond's office and which he
hopes will avoid the communications gap which resulted in the boycott.
Attending yesterday's talks were administrators Dr. Bond,
A. Inghram Miniron, director of auxiliary services, Wallace Taylor,
dean of men, Robert G. Rudd, director of residential services, Fayetta
Piulsen, dean of women, Robert Whlttaker, dean of students, and Edward
H. Ward, assistant vice-president of student affairs.

- Newsline Questions may be phoned in to the News office or moy be submitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall
and can be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student
name and address must be included with all questions, but only
initials will be used.
Last semester the answers in Newsline were really a gas.
They were witty and I really got a good laugh out of a lot of
them. But this semester the answers are so flat and humorless. Why? (JD)

Unaccustomed as I am to flattery, Newsline will here-to-fore
return to Its former witty self.
* • •
I was at the Cl this weekend and there was a band there
called the "Generation." I would like to know how long they
will be there and where they ore from? (MM)

The Generation are from Loraln, Ohio, and will be appearing
at the CI today and tomorrow. They will have a return engagement later this semester. (That was humorless again.)
* * »
Can Newsline get someone to fix the steps between the
first and second floor on University Hall's north end? They
are breaking off and are quite dangerous. (BT)

Since Newsline Is Invincible, we decided to fix the steps with
our own sacred glue. However, after realizing we had no idea
which WAS the north end, we turned the problem over to Mr.
Eugene F. Beatty, director of buildings and facilities. He is
going to look into the situation and try to mike any needed repairs.
* * *
Is the rumor true that the Lettermen are coming to campus
this semester? (DG)

If they don't get drafted first, the Lettermen will appear Wednesday, April 17, In the Grand Ballroom. Tickets will go on
sale for $2 beginning March 17. They are being sponsored by
Gamma Phi Beta sorority.
* * *
Why ore they selling tickets to the Marquette game just to
students with ticket books? (DH)

"NCAA tickets could only be purchased by coupon books
holders because this was the method of control for the regular
season," Doyt L. Perry told Newsline. The method Is used to
keep students from going through the ticket line more than once.

Woman Listens,
Commits Suicide
ROME (AP) - A 76-year-old
Austrian woman strangled herself
with a rope Monday after listening
to the radio report on Italy's Nino
Benvenutl regaining the wo rid middleweight boxing title from Emlle
Griffith In New York, police reported Tuesday.

Blow Yourself
To
POSTER
SIZE
Up
2 It. x 3 ft. - only $4.95 ppd.
Get your own BL0-UP Photo
Poster. Send any Black and White
or Color Photo from wallet size
to 8 x 10, or any negative from
2V* x 2V* to 4 x 5 inches. We
will send you a 2 ft.x3 fl. BL0-UP.

JUMBO 3 ft. x 4 U.-onty $7.95 pptt.

American Music
To Be Featured
Phi Mu Alpha, national professional music fraternity, will feature music by American composers in the American Muslcale.
The performance is free to the
public and will be presented tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. In Recital
Auditorium.
Phi Mu Alpha, Iota O micron
Chapter, is an honorary music
society which has been a campus
student organization since June.
1960.

Buy o slave for Charities Week!

PHI MU SLAVE TRADE
1:00 Saturday
in front of
the Phi Mu house.

Send any Black and White or
Color Photo from 4" x 5" to 8"
x 10" or any negative 2V4 x 3Vi
to 4" x 5", we will send you a
3 ft. x 4 ft. BLOUP.
Any printed document can be
made into giant size posters —
diplomas, drawings, programs,
popart, etc. No COD.
Send Check or Money Order to

PHOENIX
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
60 EAST 42N0 ST.,
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

DO YOU HAVE "A LITTLE BIT OF SOUL?"
DON'T BE LEFT OUT!

ALL CAMPUS MIXER
FEATURING THE

MUSIC EXPLOSION
t THE MISSING LINKS

9-12 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM
MARCH 8
Tickets NOW on sale
in all residence halls
- J.25

-

— Sponsored By
The Freshmae lass —
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Cop Out With A Pop-Op Wall
By JOAN DUNCAN
Staff Writer
Ever get tired of staring at
those four walls of your room?
Well then, why not create a new
one to break the monotony, say
Nancy Richards and David Llpanl.

hold special meaning for that person so It has some reflections of
his personality," said Nancy.
So Into the collage she has put
personal ldems such as letters

from his niece and nephew, collected poems of Llpanl's, his nickname In bright red paint, and his
favorite sayings.
"Some of the wall Is probably
things which Nance likes or wants.

But there are things In the wall
that I like. When I look at It,
the wall means something to me,
for some of it is the kind of
things which bring back memories." said Ltoani.

Nancy,, an art major In the Colleges of Education and Liberal
Arts, and Llpanl, a graduate student In English have created a
wall of their own-a wall collage
consisting mostly of paper and textures.
Nancy created the wall In a
small extra room planned to become a study In the home it Llpanl at 306 Frazee Ave.

It

THE MOD LOOK ARRIVES - Modern art takes
over a wall in the apartment of David Lipani,

graduate student in English.
(Photo by Jeff DcWolf)

Mini-skirts Blamed For Crisis
(CPS) Mlnl-sklrts were blamed
for economic crises In three Western nations, as a University of
Toronto debate team unanimously
defeated the resolution. "Shorter
Skirts Are A Threat to Democracy."
Speaking for the ayes, David
Mossop, a "panty man" blamjd
mlnl-sklrts for economic crises
In "the three great democracies,
Brltlan, Canada, and the U.S."
Mossop cited a British ditchdigger, distracted by the skirts,
whose productivity fell to 15 from
25 shovelfuls a minute. He called
on Prime Minister Wilson to
"freeze the hemline rather than
the prices."
He said that because of the
miniskirts the cancellation of
medicare In Canada will breed a
new disease - sexual frustration.
"The next mlnl-sklrt you see,
tear it down," he ordered.
Bernle Bomers of the nays de-

Learn Now
Pay Later
(ACP) — That old work-yourway - through - college concept Is
giving way to a philosophy of
"learn now, pay later."
But that doesn't mean today's
student Is less Industrious than
his predecessor, says Robert M.
Logan, financial aid director at
Texas A&M College Station. Logan
worked his way through A&M 25
years ago.
A student who devotes the proper
amount of time to his studies
puts In considerably more hours
than his 8-to-5 father, he said.
Logan, coordinator for both Jobs
and loans, said the average student, enrolled for 17 hours of academic ere lit each semester,
should be dovotlng some 51 hours
a week to his college work, Including classroom time, laboratories, and studying.
And a 60-hour week Is a distinct possibility, he said, if the
' student engages In extracurricular
activities.
The fact Is, said Logan, that
students today simply don't have
time to work.
As a result, he said, students
JJ are more willing to borrow against
future earnings than to take Jobs
which could Interfere with academic performance.

"I'd do more walls but no one
has approached me," jokes Miss
Richards. "But It's been a riot
because I've never done a wall
before. I've even nicknamed It
'Wallace'."
"My friends will see It and
might like to have It done," said
Llpanl. "When we had the Idea
we didn't think of becoming celebrities, but I wouldn't mind If the
wall caught on. It would be amusing."
"I don't know if wall collage
will catch on," said Miss Richards. "Collage Itself Isn't a new
Idea. Collage is used as a problem In class, but all you need
Is a basic design sense to do
It," she added.

"The wall has a basic background of black for organization
to unify the work. But the wall
has a little bit of everything In
it.
"There's a blowup of Barbara
Streisand which I ripped and placed
together In a juxtaposed position,
brilliant colored tissue, and the
front of a Slicker box, she said.
"I cut the sole off a canvas
sneaker and used the open canvas. I'veusedadvertlsements
from magazines and have even put
the cores of toilet paper rolls In

"I may use burlap ar some kind
of textured paper. But when I
create a collage for one person
I like to put In objects which

The wall has taken approximately 12 hours of work and has
cost around ten dollars. There's
no plan of doing the whole room
"It would be too much."

fended miniskirts on grounds that
"they are an institution of the
people, for the people, and by the
people."
He said that skirts are democratic because "like democracy,
they have to release energy."
Stan Emerson of the ayes accused Bombers of trying to "hem
and skirt" the issue with a "diarrhea of words and constipation
of thought." "Mlnl-sklrts are a
threat to motherhood," he said.
He said that, while equality is
one of the cornerstones of democracy, "mini-skirts emphasize
the differences between the sexes" - to which one shouted, "vlve
la difference."
"Mlnl-sklrts discriminate
against older women," Bomers
said. "There Is much to be said
In praise of older women."
Citing the Keyneslan principle
that "the gross national product
varies inversely with the hemline" he said that miniskirts destroy a stable economy. "More
than 72 percent of Canadian industries reported a high rate of
absenteeism among mini-skirt
wearers suffering from colds. This
caused more Imports of aspirin

6 EXCITING DAYSI
STARTING THU.
MAR. 7

from the U.S. thus adversely affecting the balance of payments."
Emerson warned against the collapse of the clothing Industries.
"When the hemline reaches the
neckline, only the belt makers
will be left . . .Mlnl-sklrtsundermine education," he said, as he
pitied "the poor professor who
has 350 pairs of thighs staring
at him."
Cheered on by Skuleman, Susan
Whorsh said democracy rests on
the right to dissent. "Mlnl-sklrts
have brought about this dissent
between the ayes and the nays;
therefore, they must be democratic," she said.
With his 'charger outside and
armor in the hall," Ron Thompson defended Miss Whotsh, "the
Canadian woman."
He said the gross national product varies directly with natural
resources. "People are natural
resources; mlnl-sklrts encourage
more people; therefore, mlnlsklrts Increase the gross national
product."
Both Bill Orr and John Bosley
chlded the speakers for their "exhibitionism."

ttw
BOWUUC

L«ao.

Evenings - 7:30 & 9:30 - Sat. Mat. at 5 p.m.
Sunday Matinees - 2:45 &5
RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE ADULTS

No One Under 18 Years Of
Age Admitted
Admission SI.50

1 a woman:

makes 'DEAR JOHN' look like a
fairy tale. Would you believe
'VIRGINIA WOOLF looking like a
Sunday go-to-meetin'?"

- World Journal Tnbunm

r^^

**<Sm RADLEY H. METZGER present*

%^ 1, a woman

.,-ESSYPERSSON

"Llpanl said that he had a smaller wall In the room that he might
do with Nancy's suggestion. "I've
been watching her work and have
a few Ideas of my own, but I'd
need her help so the walls won't
clash.
"The collage gives the room
atmosphere and personality. It's
my own wall. It was made for me
and belongs to me. It's personal
and Individual. It's not the landlady's. It's mine," Llpanl laughed.
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Freshmen Dance
Will Buy Mice

Classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT

Summer or fall-two 3-4 man apts.
util. pd. furn. lncl. TV. air c.
Semi-apt. for 2 men-furn.-utll.
pd. TV-kltch. Call 353-3535 after
6 pm. anytime on weekend.
Need a third roommate at Greenview Apt. #36 for remainder of
semester. Call 354-8173.

Wanted: Rooms for Friday night
to accomodate three girls. Will
pay. Call Gary 109 Kohl, 2642.
RECORDS-OLDIES. 2000 In stock.
Send 25? for catalog. Mall orders
filled. Record Center, 1895 West
25th St. Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
Ph. CH - 1-0107.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

For Sale: 1 NCAA Ticket. Contact Emll, 318 Rodgers.

Wench - Happy 3rd! See - I did
remember! Love, SPRM

1967 Chevy II Nova. 4,000 ml.
Take over payments. Call 3525559.

Congratulations
Cher & Creg.

For Sale: "Stereo" Zenlth-slx
speakers; three months old, contact Jim, 151 Kohl.
For Sale: *56 Chevy *6' - Excellent mechanically, first offer over
$100. Ph. 354-6724.
For Sale: '62 Galaxle engine. Body,
tires all In good shape. Must
sell. 352-5335 after 1 p.m.
For Sale: Cleveland Alto saxophone. Used one year. Call 3525419 from 4-5 p.m.
1955 Chevy ht. automatic. Good
eng. Good tires, PS-PB. Dependable transportation even as far
as Halght-Ashbury. First $85. Ph.
354-1731.
Student rmu. men, fall. Your own
kitchen, prlv. ent., rec. room.
3 blocks from Univ. 353-1705.
ATTENTION FACULTY AND
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Road, opposite B.G
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1, 2 &
3 bedroom .suites, 11/2 & 2 baths,
fully carpeted, fully air conditioned, garages, swimming pool,
cable TV. Rentals from $132 Includes all utilities except electlrc.
Open dally; Rental Representative
on duty 9 am. to 9 pm. 3525088 or 352-5766. Bates & Springer
Inc. Mgrs.
Wanted: girl to share apt. for
second semester. Please call 3525716 after five.

Linda

&

Rich.

Open House this Fri. from 7-9
In Ashley Hall.
Proceeds to
charity. Stay and see the movie
"The Interns" at 9.
Steve: You are my everything.
Your Brown-eyed girl. G.B.

D. U.' s say:
Congratulations
Brother Dave Stauffer for "Biting
the Dust."

stairs at the C.I. No charge for
the room. Reduced prices on beverages, free popcorn, and complete privacy. Call 354-7055.

2 rides needed to Kent, March
8. Will share cost. Wanda 313
Mooney.

Congrats to the best pledge classthe Betas-on pledging the number
one house. The Beta Dragon Ladies

Rides available to Sidney. Call
Darlene, ext. 3001. Rm. 220 Lowry.
■■■■■■—■■^■■■■■■■■■■Mlll iiw

Services in tutoring French or
Spanish, 354-5402. Experienced
tutor.
A few lockers available at Buckeye
Room. Univ. Union.
Part-time work. 3 hrs. day-3days
week. Bus. exp. . helpful. Apply
1 to 9 pm. Wed. or Frl. 1058
Conneaut Ave.
Fraternity &

Going to Fla? 2 ugly guys (we're
humble) willing to do driving and
share expenses with 2 good-looking girls with car. Call 353-6392
alter 6.

Pat, Congrats on your ring. ADP1
Love. Your "little" and "grand
little."
If you can see the light—see the
Music Explosion - March 8.
Need a new Easter Outfit? A $50
gift certificate to the U-Shop will
help. But a ticket today from any
Delta Zeta.
Where have all the White Knights
gone?

sorority teas up-

A pop singing group, The Music
Explosion, will bring a "Little Bit
O' Soul" to Bowling Green from
9 p.m. to midnight Friday, at an
all-campus dance In the Ballroom.
The dance will be sponsored by
the Freshman Class in conjunction
with Charities Week. Admission Is
$1.25 per person with the proceeds
going toward the purchase of white
mice for cancer research, according
to Michael R. Rosendale,
Freshman Class president.
The Music Explosion will play
three 45-m/nute sessions. The
Missing Links will play during the
Intervals.
Tickets are on sale dally from
4:45 to 5:30 p.m. In all resident
dining halls and are also available
from 9 a.m. to4 p.m. In the University Union

STUDENT CHARITIES BOARD

Leather, silk, wool, bunion, and
cotton. We have plenty of It! NO
BULL! Shoes, turtles, mock turtles,
and short sleeve V-necks. Nicholsdowntown.
Young Republicans Meeting, Monday 11, 7:30, 106 Hayes.

WIN!

Mysterious Queen - Give me another hint sweetheart. Maybe we
could book together. R. Gravel
Slater.
3 girls need ride to exit 11 or
Akron area. Can leave 4:00 March
8. Will share expenses. Call Clndl
Room 405 exten. 3113.

$25.00

Got any gripes against NORTH
RA's? Come throw cream pies
Thurs. 10:30 p.m. In North's Activity Room.
See the kid with the Sliver Loud
Car Friday. . .Get Hot!
Prout II dl presents BRIDAL
SERIES, March 14, 21 & 27 keep on the look for more Information^
Congratulation Kathy Alken, our
newest Angel - From your Phi
Mu sisters.

The Name GREENVIEW Might Give You The
Idea That We Have A Large Lawa.

A
CHANCE

V

y

That's right. We do. The biggest apartment lawn in
in Bowling Green. Ideal for picnicing and sunbathing.
And in the center of our lawn is a kidney shaped swimming pool and patio.
AND on each side of our /own ore some pretty grew Apartments
1 & 2 Bedroom

Furnished or Unfurnished

And a rental program suited to fit your needs

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON ROAD
RESIDENT MANAGER DAVE MISCH APARTMENT 1

C.I. SAYS TGIF

Daisy-go-brightly in the
greatest color concoction of
the year. Wild posies
blooming on a contrasting
patent shell gone square
and chunky. Every petal says
he'll love you in them.
Black, yellow, orange patent
with white. 5'/2-10B, 6'/2-9AA.

Big Time
Every Friday Afternoon 12-6 p.m.
NOBODY'S BEVERAGE
PRICES -LOWER IN TOWN

HOT DOGS - lOt
CANTERBURY
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

LASALLE'S
/
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Sen/or Grapplers Finish High
By GARY DAVIS
Assistant Sports Editor
The recent MAC wrestling
championships at Kent State was
the last chance for conference
seniors, and three Falcons made
the best of it.
Bowling Green senior grapplers
George Ross (167), Cralg Bowman (191), and Gary McDanlel
(HVT) all capped their careers,
landing places In the tourney.
Bowman a veteran of the conference finals, copped third place
honors along with heavyweight
McDanlel. Ross rolled over all
his opposition for the Falcons
only tournament Individual champion.
Cralg carried a fine 7-3 record
Into the championships but also
a set of bothersome knees. Also
at a disadvantage was teammate
McDanlel who had relnjured his
shoulder only weeks before at Kent
State. Despite the physical factors
working against them, both came
through.
Gary, a product of Sylvanla,
Ohio was set behind because he
had been called upon to fill the
role of heavyweight for the Falcons' final five matches of the
season.
McDanlel copped his first outing
of the second semester but was
then scheduled to meet his three
toughest opponents in a row.
Toledo's past heavyweight champ
Paul Elzey, '67 champ Mickey
Goldman from Miami, and Kent's
flashy 300-pound sophomore Tom
Walters.
Gary suffered three straight defeats, but the seeds of his conference success were sowed. He
performed well even though constantly outweighed.
Gary racked up a 3-0 record
as a sophomore for the Falcons,
but a dislocated shoulder In the
opening match of his Junior year
curtailed his career. The Injury
in the Western Michigan quadrangular kept him out of the lineup
until late In the season against
Kent State.
He dropped a 1-0 decision In
the match to finish the year 1-1.
"He has always wanted to
wrestle," said Bellard, "and even

though he was only the number
two man early this year, he was
always available and ready to go."
Coach Bellard added that it was
unfair to judge his contribution
on the basis of his 1-4 season
record.
"When you Just start wrestling
In meets, you are not in the best
of shape, it was almost an Impossible task to be thrust Into
the starting role and beat the
boys he had to wrestle," said
Bellard.
"He responded real well
though."
This he did after gaining the
valuable experience of his five
m.itches and then entering the
MAC and rolling to third. Gary
clipped Jerry Gebrowskl (WMU)
In the first round, the same grap-

managed a fine 7-1-1 record that
season. He was slowed by the
injury to his knees which he
suffered in the third match of
the season.
Although Cralg received only one
chance to wrestle in the teams
first five outings, he came on
to tally a 7-3 personal ledger,
losing no decision by more than
four points.
Cralg who dropped a 4-0 decision to Ohio's Chuck Sldoti
earlier in the season, suffered a

1-0 loss In the second round of
the championships. A pair of victories In the consolations earned
him third place honors for the second straight year.
Cralg, Gary, along with George
Ross each made the best of his
last chance, and leave vacancies
that will be difficult to fill.
"His record has to be among
the tops for those compiled now
over a three year period," said
Coach Bellard. A 28-6-1 mark
verfles this.

When you come
in for service,
we don't call you
"the guy with
the Volkswagen."
You're the gentleman with the
lube job.
Or the lady with the wheel
alignment.
Or the couple with the tuneup.
We specialize in Volkswagen
service.It'sourbreadand butter.
So when you drive in, we're
nil VW business.

Lou LaRiche Volkswagen
THERE'S ALWAYS NEXT YEAR - Bowling Green had their
troubles at the MAC Championships but the season for Craig
Bowman was a good one. Here he is pictured in a rather awkward position against Ohio University.

Preston Week's DU Athlete
Eric Preston was named the
Delta Upsilon athlete of the week
following his outstanding performances In the Mid-West College
Hockey Association playoffs last
weekend.
Preston scored four goals on
Saturday and one on Sunday plus
a number of assists.
The Canadian Is only a freshman and his performance has given
a good idea of what Is in store
for Falcon hockey In the future.
In recognition of his fine performances Preston was also named
as the most valuable player In
th; tournament and received the
trophy as the outstanding offensive
player of the two games.
He was also named to a posi-

pler who nipped Gary
week
earlier. After battling Kent's titan
heavyweight and dropping a 11-8
decision, he used a pair of fine
decisions in the consolation round
to capture the high finish.
"Had Gary been our heavyweight
all year, he would have had a
winning season," said Bellard.
For Cralg Bowman, from Toledo, It was another successful
season In dual encounters and
the MAC. Cralg who captured runner-up honors In the finals as a
sophomore, has added third place
finishes In his last two seasons.
As a sophomore he went at 177
and racked up a fine 14-2 record.
He added weight during his Junior year and wrestled both heavyweight and at the newly created
191 pound weight divisions. Cralg

tion of the All-Tournament team
as a forward.
The Athlete of the Week Award
Is presented to the Bowling Green
athlete who is felt to provide the
best leadership for his team that
week.

©
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How to cure T - 1
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••^K Scratch
Low Cost Charter Tours to Europe
Now Available to College Students

FROSH TENNIS

All freshmen Interested In
trying out for Bowling Green's
1968 frosh tennis squad are
to report Thursday at the
North end of the Ice Arena.

rJh

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

Ph. 352-5271

Banking Centers
Rossford, Ohio Ph. 693 0785
Northwood, Ohio Ph. 693 0583

5% - Paid On Time
Certificate Of Deposit
Msmber F.D.I.C.

This summer, for (he first time, you as a
college student can take advantage of lowcost group charter rates. Your travel agent
can sign you up as an individual (or your
college group) for one of the new "Inclusive Tour Charters" offered Ivy S.T.O. P.
Tours. You'll get jet transportation, hotel
accommodations, guided tours and more!
Hoar, down Munich's Isar River with a
Dixieland Band • Ramble" through historic" sections of Paris and Rome • Hydrofoil the English Channel • Try a traditional
"pub crawl" in swinging London • Visit
the Sistine Chapel • Swim in Nice • Sail in
Amsterdam • See the bullfights in Madrid.
You'll fly on the big new Boeing 707

intercontinental fan jets of World Airways.
the world's largest charter airline. Gourmet
dining en route, beverages, snacks. But you
better hurry —sign up now while space is
still available.
For full details see your travel agent or
contact S.T.O.P. Tours, 2119H Addison
St., Berkeley 94704.
I jm intvrcMnl in lull tlvi.uU on imiuine tour cluncrs.
wml in. uVwir-tivt l*...kln. TOl'R ( HAKIIR.i
IV6K.

HIIMM-

My Nairn-.
My A.IJriv
My Travel AflmTi Nairn- jnj AJJu-.*_

S.T.O.P. TOURS
STUDENT TRAVEL OVERSEAS PROGRAMS
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Frosh Finish 11
By DENNY W1IITK
S|wrts Writer
Frosh basketball coach, Jim
I.esslg, feels that the M.A.C. title
has both advantages and disadvantages as far as recruiting Freshmen is concerned. The extended
season will cut down on the recruiting time, but the prestige of
the title should help to lure high
school prospects. Also, the image
that we "build champions at B.C." ,
Is created, and theoretically, the
boy is asked, "Do you want to be
a champion?"
At any rate, I.esslg has a hard
act to follow, after this year's
squad posted an 11-3 record and
averaged 81 points a game. Amazingly enough, this talented team
began the season with two straight
losses, and then breezed through
10 consecutive victories with an
average point spread of 19. The
Baby Falcons' defense was equally
Impressive as their 14 opponents
averaged only 67 points per game.
On offense, the secret was teamwork combined with a potent fastbreaking attack.
The third defeat was to Detroit
last Thursday by the score of 8278, despite a 27 point effort by
Dan Todd. The 5*11" All-State
from Canton scored almost 70%
of his 154 points In the last six
contests after solving a bad midseason shooting slump. Dan
seemed to snap out of it when his
roomate, Bob Quayle, was sidelined with a fractured ankle three
weeks ago.
Quayle, a 6'2" starting guard
averaged 9 points before being Injured, and did an excellent rebounding Job considering his position. Bob was the team's playmaker and one of the best defensive players on the club.
Bill B e c k m a n, who I.esslg
termed his "sixth starter," became one of the five starters with
Quayle out of action, and he netted 34 markers In that role to supplement his 1-7 points as a reserve
for an 11 point average. The 6'2"
sharpshooter got off to a good
start toward his goal, of doing as
well as his high school coach,
Jim Darrow, a former Falcon AllAmerican.
The three remaining frontcourt
starters were center Jim Connally
and forwards Bob Hill and Rich
Walker, who also were the top
three In scoring and rebounding.
This trio will be definite contenders for a starting berth on the

Varsity next Fall.

Connally may be the best candidate because of the need for
height with the departure of Walt
Platkowski and Al Dlxon, although
Jim, at5'7*', is smaller than bath
of them. The top rebounder and
second leading scorer pulled down
204 'bounds and tallied 200 points
for an average of 14. Ills field
goal percentage was the best at
61%, and his 53% accuracy from the
foul line was very good for a
"big" man.
Rich Walker was not as consistent as the others In his performances, but the 6'3" forward
showed the best diversity of talent,
and could concentrate on his passing or rebounding when his shoot-

IT WINS GAMES .. The Freshman basketball team won 11 of
their
14 games this season and it was scoring that was one of
the major reasons behind it.

Cindermen Lose 61-40
To Central Michigan
Bowling Green's track and field
squad Is well Into Its lnioor track
season, but so far trouble has
been the word.
Saturdays meet against Central
Michigan was a good example of
the season so far as the Birds
dropped to second in a three way
meet against Central Michigan and
Illinois State.
CMU, noted for their strong
track squads scored 61 points to
BG's 40 and Illinois 28.
The Falcon's strongest showing came In the mile run where
the Falcons took a first and second behind the strong running of
Bob Parks and Paul Talklngton.
Parks finished the race with a
4:20.2 timing and Talklngton was
Just behind him by .7 seconds.
Only one other first was gotten by the Birds although there
were plenty of seconds.
Bob James, last years outstanding freshman dash man, did manage
a tie for first in the 60 yard dash
as he finished with a 6.4 timing.
Another Falcon was only .05
behind as Bob Home of CMU

gave a good showing with only half
of the Indoor season gone.
Talklngton, who Is pushing Parks
as the Falcons top distance man,
took a second In the two mile run
with a 9:32.4 time. Dan Sekerak
and Glen Eppleston both placed In
the event taking third and fourth
respectively.
Only one other BG runner or
field event man took higher then
third as Terry Ortman ran to a
second In the 880 yard run only
.1 seconds behind winner Mark
Anderson of Central Michigan.
Field events had their problems as no Falcons placed In either
the high Jump or the pole vault
and took only thirds In the shot
put and the long Jump.
But for the most part these
early season meets are only warmups for the big meets still In the
future.
The Falcons are looking forward
to the Ohio Championships this
end and the NCAA indoor Championships being held In Detroit
In two weeks.

Seiter and George Sign
Dave Selter and Ernie George
both linemen for the 1967 Falcon
football squad have signed with
the Cleveland Browns for the
coming season.
Setter, one of the captains for
the past season, and George were

ing was off for example. Leading
a fast break or hitting the open
man might be Rich's best assets,
but he wis not a bad shooter or
rebounder as shown by his totals
of 183 and 113 respectively.
Finally, Bob Hill would have to
be considered the Frosh player of
the year, as the 6'4" forward
from Worthlngton contributed a
team leading total of 257 points
and also averaged 9 rebounds a
game. Bob was perhaps the best
outside shooter on the squad but
also had very good Inside moves
to hoot. Hill also was an Inspirational leader and had excellent
basketball Instinct, and Is the player to watch In the next few years
from the Class of 1971.

both Instrumental In the Birds
winning season under the directlon of Bob Gibson,
George played high school ball
In Mogadore, Ohio, and Seiter
com»s from East Palestine,

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

*U*
mi* rAm

MR. CARL PERKINS, JR.
will be nn the campus

MARCH 14, 1968
lo discuss the training offered al
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of posf graduate study) and
ihe job opportunities open to
graduates in the field of
INTERNATIONAL TRADE and
GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

Interviews may be scheduled at

Placement Office
The American Institute
For Foreign Trade
Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An Affiliate Ot
The American Management Association

View From Here

»•

I Can TU Complain? 1
j

By GREG VARLEY

jS

Maybe Toledo better look In their own backyard before they com- *
plain of other pastures.
In a note from a Toledo Ice Arena program there was mention of
the supposed bad officiating that had caused the Rockets of Toledo U
to lose their game to Bowling Green's championship hockey team
sarly In the season.
This note hoped that there wouldn't be a similar occurance In the
game that was played last Sunday.
It Is Interesting to note that In the first of the three meetings that «
the Rockets and Falcons had this season, one won by the Rockets,
the penalties for both teams were almost equal In number.
It Is also Interesting to note that Jack Vivian, BG's coach, had
felt that his team had played on the Rocket level and that the next
time they meet there would be a change - there was and the Falcons
won the game 6-2.
Bowling Green didn't have many penalties that game and the victory proved that a team can be rough, not draw many times In the *
box, and still win the game.
One of the referees who had the dubious pleasure of working most
of the Falcon gamss this season, Bill Purcell, who is from Toledo,
was not made the head ref for the game so that he wouldn't be placed
on the spot Just one of the precautions that Vivian made to assure a
fairly refereed game.
It seems that the problem as a whole does not He with Bowling
Green or with the refs that are hired to work the TU-BG games.
It seems that the problem rests with the Rockets themselves and *
the brand of hockey that they are noted for playing.
Actions of certain Rocket skaters on their way to the penalty box
showed to fans last Sunday that the team from Toledo needs lessons
on how not to "blow their cool."
Another Interesting note from Sunday's gam-? was that Bowling
Green too had their share of times In the box and stlU were able to
maintain their lead and win the contest 5-2.
And so it seems to boll down to the point where other teams can <■
draw penalties and still win games but Toledo has had to blame the
refs for their losses and not the fact that they have been unable to
control their opposition.
Toledo has been on both sides of the fence as they have been the
object of many complaints around the league and have done little to
right the situation.
Their use of players upset other schools so much to the point that
they passed a rule for next season making sure that only full-time «
undergraduates would be allowed to play.
No It doesn't take Just a ref to lose any sporting contest - an official has never lost a garni! by himself. He needs help from the two
teams playing to make that possible.
Maybe It would be good for the Rockets to look toward their cooperation along those lines before they blame officials for their
losses.

